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General MeetingS
Due to the recent outbreak of this new deadly virus, we the board have decided to cancel
club meetings until further notice. You will still receive your monthly newsletters. If you
have any questions please contact any board member.
We will still have all of our product available to our members, just please call Greg
Cantrell (309-645-7161) ahead of time first.
Though we are disappointed about not exchanging fishy thoughts, we will all have more
time to enjoy our fish.
Sincerely,
Jean Clarke and the PKPS board

You can pay your dues anytime and they are still only $20.00/year. Please give
check/cash to our treasurer or send to:
Letriana Cantrell
311 Arnold Road
East Peoria, IL 61611

Letter from the President
I do hope this finds you well. As you know we are not having meetings until this virus
has run its course but once we get the signal, we will be ready to go. I know this is a
tough time, but, one way to cope with this stress would be to think about volunteering
for one of our board offices which are about to open up, For those of you who like
numbers, the treasurer job may be right up your alley. How about being a people pleaser,
Product could be your niche. But if your forte is bossing people try for president.
Yesterday I cleaned my skimmer and my bottom drain. I have been impatient because my
water had almost cleared before it got so cold. I'm trying again, more bacteria, a small
water change, more bacteria etc. So far no one is floating so I hope all is still well.
Remember, when it eventually gets warm enough to feed your fish start very slowly. Your
bacteria takes awhile to catch up with all that is going on with your pond. Try not to add a
bunch of new fish until your bacteria is going strong and can handle the added ammonia
spike. It's best not to feed them the first day to help your pond catch up.
Hold tight, this too shall pass land we will get back to normal, or even better than before,

Butterfly Koi: Mutts or Jewels of the Pond?

Butterfly koi are beautiful, elegant fish – but did you know that quite a few koi
connoisseurs think of them as mutts? Some go so far as to say they’re not even koi. Let’s
take a look at how butterfly koi originated so you can decide for yourself if you think
these long-finned creatures are worthy of your pond.
In the early 80s, a population of common, brown and gray carp with long fins were found
in a series of canals and ditches in Indonesia. A company in New York took an interest
and brought the fish into the United States and sold a few. They did not sell well because
most fish lovers thought they were ugly. However, an enterprising and curious group of
breeders at Blue Ridge Fish Hatchery placed an order for a dozen of these fish to see
what exactly they were. Ugly, with long fins, is what they discovered.
Rather than call it quits on these new-found fish, the breeders decided to breed them with
their finest, regular-fin koi and made several discoveries.
• Long-fin genes are dominant, so breeding the fish back to color would not breed
out the long fin gene.
• Long-fin koi are robust and disease resistant.
• The fish could be bred back to color and many colorful lines of longfin koi have
been created at Blue Ridge Fish Hatchery.
Wyatt LeFever was the original breeder at Blue Ridge Fish Hatchery who spearheaded
the cultivation of long-fin koi. One day out of curiosity, his son Randy visited the tanks to
see the fish. “Dad,” he exclaimed, “they look like butterflies!” And the name stuck.

Size and Value of Butterfly Koi
As butterfly koi grow, they become more impressive because the fins keep growing until
the blood vessels can no longer sustain further growth. The older the fish, the longer and
more impressive the finnage. So, a full-grown butterfly koi looks like a long, slinky
dragon moving through the water. Their barbels (whiskers) even grow long and can fork
into elaborate designs.
Butterfly koi seem to lack some of the body size of regular koi, but the overall fish can
run as long as 36 to 40 inches in the right pond with plenty of food. Over the years,
butterfly fish will become broad, healthy fish with great personalities, given proper care.
They are graceful and pleasant to view in the pond.
What About Pattern?
Since pattern means a great deal to the value of a regular koi, it makes logical sense that a
good, standard pattern with bright colors would increase the value of a butterfly koi, too.
But there are a few noticeable elements – such as fins. While a butterfly koi is more
valuable when it has a properly defined and positioned pattern in the color, beautiful fins
can often make even a poorly patterned fish look beautiful.
In addition, lemon and platinum ogons (solid color) in the butterfly category are amazing
when they reach adulthood. When you grow a metallic yellow or platinum ogon butterfly
koi to an impressive, large size, their body movement is more graceful and slow. The fins
are long, but the uniform gold or neon-white color is brilliant in the water and such fish
look like fireballs or comets moving through the water with their fins streaming behind
them.

Black Beauties
Black butterfly koi are seldom found and the rarest is the doitsu, karasu butterfly. This
fish is black, has no scales, and possesses long fins. It looks truly magical in the water,
especially when it comes up to the surface of the pond during feeding time.
Black butterflies grow up and become very large because their genes are not as strained
as some of the brighter colored fish. And if they have no scales, the body is a glistening
jet-black color. The fins keep growing until the fish is broad, and streams like black robes
behind it, reminiscent of a jet-black dragon.
Why Are the Fins Long?
So how did the fins of a butterfly koi get so long? It’s a result of an aberration causing the
fin length gene to fail in turning off. The gene is a dominant mutation with recessive
lethal effects. In fish, the fins are supposed to grow to a genetically specified length, then
stop growing.
In the high fin mutation, the fins don’t get the “stop growth” message and they keep on
growing. This happens in individual fish of many species from time t time. A few notable
examples are Siamese fighting fish, Simpson’s hi fin swordtails, long fin Oscars, and long
fin black tetras. Any time the mutation is encountered and identified; it is bred into a
species to see if it would make that species more commercially appealing.
Like any other koi, the fins of the butterfly koi are made up of dozens of rays of cartilage
that radiate outward and support the fin. These rays generally grow very straight, but past
the point of normal length, they can grow wavy. The fish that grow straight rays even into
the lengthier parts of the tail are more impressive looking and therefore more valuable.

Handle with Care
One problem with butterfly koi is that they are often handled the same way as regular koi.
Broken fins and tails are par for the course by the time the fish is an adult. So, it’s normal
to see bends and waves in the fins and tail of butterfly koi partly because of growing that
way, but also due to netting damage as a juvenile.
As an adult, a split tail or fin often does not heal well and remains split. This is irrelevant
to the casual observer, the impact of the fish is the same, but you might notice variations
in fin quality, and you may care enough to choose one fish over the other based on that
observation.

Are They Truly Koi?
It depends on who you ask. Japanese breeders call butterflies “Hirenagagoi” while koi are
called “Nishikigoi.” They won’t judge butterflies using traditional criteria because they’re
too slender, the ratio of fin-to-body is disproportionate, and they don’t exhibit color
patterns in the way traditional koi do.

There are many keepers of traditional koi who find butterfly koi as superior to normal
koi. And today, many of Japan’s prestigious breeders breed them today. Butterfly koi are
very popular in Europe and North America and you can find them at most fish-retailing
locations.
If you haven’t added this fish to your pond yet, this might be the year to do so! You’re
sure to enjoy their elegance as they glide through your pond beneath the lily pads.

General Meeting Minutes March 14, 2020
Attendance: 21 people in attendance.
Location: Luthy Botanical Garden, Peoria, IL
Meeting: President Jeannie Clarke welcomed our speaker, Bob Streitmatter, who gave
us a state-of-the-garden talk and entertained questions from the group.
Bob discussed : collaborations between the garden and neighboring zoo operations,
invertebrate nodes for pollinator gardening to attract bees and butterflies, native plants
and some non-native verbenas that are good for pollinators, a lily show beginning on
Friday, March 29 and ending on April 12, collaborations with OSF Gardens of Hope and
Master Gardeners programs through the University of Illinois Extension, and classes
offered, such as container plants for mom for Mothers' Day. Be sure to check if you are
interested in any classes or shows as this was planned before any COVID-19 quarantine
measures were announced.
Bob gave us an update on the pond at Luthy, stating that the netting had fallen in, but
someone reported seeing some fish. They might need to replenish their fish once the pond
is up and running. The pond does need some tweaking, but it is not in bad shape overall.
Some raccoons and a groundhog had gotten into the conservatory leading to merry chases
(of the raccoons) and trapping of the groundhog. He told us there is a list of pollinator
plants for attracting insects near the entrance to the conservatory and later had handouts
of these plants for those who were interested. Some are natives and some are not. The
natives, of course, do best in our Midwest environment. He cited some research showing
that planting masses of pollinator plants, such as swamp milkweed, is better and attracts
more pollinators then planting a single plant here and there throughout the garden or
yard. To obtain more diversity, you can stagger plant so that some plants bloom and are
available to insects in early spring, others in late spring, then the summer. For example,
boxwood is an early blooming shrub whereas witch hazel is later. Perennials are easier
for gardeners, but annuals are good too, as you can collect seeds and propagate by
reseeding. Nature is starting to catch up with the Japanese beetle infestations we have
been having: birds have discovered that they are a new food source, raccoons have been
eating them as well (raiding the bag traps when they're full!), and even the larger koi eat
them. Some native plants for shady areas of your yard include a native hydrangea, spice
bush, paw paw, Solomon's seal, Solomon's plume, asters, and zig-zag goldenrod. A
couple of good mail order sources for native plants are Prairie Nursery in Wisconsin and
Prairie Moon in Minnesota. Some local nurseries and venues have native as well you just

have to look for them. Tawny Oaks Peoria Park District (part of Singing Woods) has a
native plant sale once a year.
Jeannie welcomed new members Mark and Diana who bought Ralph Nelson's home and
are interested in keeping the pond. Jeannie reminded us of some pond basics: need a hole
in the ice over winter for gas exchange, netting for leaves and debris in the fall,
recommended to do 10% water changes in spring so fish aren't in their winter gunky
water. Clean water and reduced fish numbers are the keys to a healthy, functioning pond.
String algae pros and cons, plus removal strategies were discussed,.
Respectfully submitted,
Deb Palmquist
Acting for Margy Simmons
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